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Application: Rail Snow and Ice Melting 
RDC cables are an integral part of SAFETRACK’s snow and ice melting systems. Designed and approved 
specifically for rail and rail switch heating, RDC cable withstands the abuse encountered during installa-
tion and operation.
A coiled resistor alloy heating element (patent pending) provides the power limiting feature of RDC. 
This allows RDC cable to deliver the maximum power when needed (up to 40 watts per foot) but does 
not draw excessive electrical current on start-up, even on the coldest days. RDC is ideal for deicing 
applications where high thermal load requirements and high voltage preclude the use of common low 
temperature tracing cables.

Easy to Design ...
RDC is manufactured to meet the specific needs of each transit company based on the available power 
supply. The cable may be configured for either AC or DC voltages. A typical installation will include a 
review of the rail profile and a determination of the power requirements for the application.

Easy to Install ...
RDC is rugged cable, yet it is flexible enough to adapt to the requirements of rail installations, including 
expansion joints and switches. The cable’s cut-to-length feature allows it to be reeled off to almost any 
length to meet the needs of each specific application. Additionally, RDC can be factory terminated by 
SAFETRACK® if multiple circuits of a known length are required.

Rugged and Reliable ...
RDC utilizes insulated nickel-plated bus wires to supply voltage to a coiled resistor alloy heating ele-
ment which is protected by a cushion of fiberglass braid. This assembly is insulated with a pairing 
jacket. A metallic braid provides mechanical protection while a silicone based outer jacket provides ad-
ditional overall protection and thermal transfer.

Characteristics ...
Bus wires ..................................... Nickel-plated copper
Heating element ................ Power limiting coiled resistor
Primary dielectric insulation .......................... PFA Teflon
Metallic braid ................................ Nickel-plated copper
Outer jacket .......................................... Silicone based
Supply voltage ................. 100 - 600 Vac; 600 - 900 Vdc
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